
High Five greeting and review of ground rules. 
Slide 4/5 - Read through L.I, S.C and key vocabulary.
Slide 6 - Read through introduction together.. 

Take the children outside into the school garden, grounds
or even the nearby park. Allow the children to choose four
things that they have found/seen and they can draw them
into the four boxes on their handout. Ch could then smell,
feel and observe the flowers, plants, trees or insects they
have found. Ask ch; Is this a plant, tree or insect? Is it living
or dead (dried leaves or sticks)? What colour is it? How
does it feel? What does it smell like? What is interesting
about it? 

Slide  7- Reflection. Read through the discussion
questions together. Slide 8- Read Take Home task
together. Slide 9 - Pause, notice, breathe and play. 

InstructionsActivities & Timings

Nature Walk activity
(alternatively observing out of

the window or studying a picture
from the internet)- 15- 20

minutes 

Introduction & discussion  - 5 mins 

Reflection - 5 minutes 
& Take home

Evidence: Completed handouts, ch's questions in the High Five Scrap Book

Sign Post and Safeguard:

Assessment:  L2, L3

Keep Learning
Born to be Wild

To identify and observe living and dead things in the wild
To begin to ask questions about wild plants, trees and insects . 
Describe some of the qualities of the objects, plants, trees and insects found in the wild.

Learning Intention

.To identify and name a variety of wild plants, trees and insects. 
Success Criteria

1.
2.
3.

Key Vocabulary

 soil, trees, insects, living, dead, plants, weeds, nature, wild, grow, living, dead, bugs, grass
Resources

Born to be Wild 1 Handout, clipboards and pencils, nets, jars or pots to collect bugs (if available from science cupboard)

Any other comments or next steps:

KS1

1) This could be extended by inviting the children to come up with questions about their chosen objects
that they could later research in class or at home. 
2) Ch explore how the objects make them feel and why.
3) Look at the key vocabulary and discuss together - What jobs do these things do? What do they mean?
Googling examples if necessary.


